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ABSTRACT

Previous research into the phonetic characteristics of
gay- and straight-sounding male speech have failed
to find differences relating to the overall
measurements of frequency. Popular opinion seems
convinced that pitch or intonation is involved in
characterizing some voices as gay-sounding:
specifically, gay-sounding voices are often said to
have higher pitch and more exaggerated variation in
the intonation. This paper reports on experiments in
which listeners judged recorded stimuli with
segmental information removed. The results suggest
that the difference between gay-and straight-
sounding voices may lie in perceived average pitch
and perceived intonational variability, rather than in
the more objective acoustic measures of mean F0 and
its variance. However, the measures of perceived
pitch and intonational variability correlate only with
gayness judgements of altered speech, and not with
unaltered speech.

1. INTRODUCTION

Our previous research [12] showed that listeners
agreed in their perception of certain voices as gay-
sounding and others as straight-sounding. We have
also identified a number of segmental cues which
listeners use in forming such judgements. Along with
other researchers, we have been unable to find
significant differences when we have looked at
overall F0 measurements However, popular opinion,
among both gay and straight speakers, attributes
differences in gay- and straight-sounding voices to
pitch or intonation, prompting us to investigate this
stereotype further.
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2.  REVIEW OF LITERATURE

evious work [8,12], we examined gross F0
cteristics but found that the mean F0 (as well as
 statistical measures related to frequency, such
riance and range) were not different for gay-
traight-sounding voices, and thus would not
 as a phonetic cue for listeners. Our results
d generally with those of previous smaller
s [1,3,5,6].

ugh mean F0 was not useful as a cue, we have
ified a number of distinctive segmental cues
h are available for listeners to use in
guishing gay- and straight-sounding voices:
ion and quality of /s/ and /z/, duration of
ation, fronting of /l/, and certain aspects of
l quality [7,8,9,10,11,12,13].

3.  EXPERIMENTS

ur previous experiments, we collected a sample
 male voices. The speakers ranged in age from
 50, all with native fluency in a variety of
dian English; eight were self-identified as
ht, and 17 as gay. The speakers were asked to
rm two reading tasks (the Rainbow passage
low affect, and a passage about a burning

ing) and to describe an interesting event in their

3a.  EXPERIMENT 1

 thirty-second segments of these recorded
h samples, we conducted three related
iments. First, 46 listener-subjects, 14 gay males
2 people from a mixed group of men and
n of unknown sexual orientation, judged each

ding. They rated the voices as gay- or straight-



sounding and indicated their confidence in each
judgement on a scale from 0 to 6. The recordings
were then digitised on a Power Macintosh
7100/66AV. Using the Temporal Structural Analysis
routine of Signalyze 3.12 [4], for each of the thirty-
second segments, we measured the mean F0,
standard deviation, maximum, minimum, range,
slope, kurtosis, and skewness, Although we have
found many significant correlations between the
gayness ratings and segmental acoustic measures
(peak frequency of /s/ and /z/, duration of /s/ and /z/,
duration of aspiration, fronting of /l/), there was no
evidence that either mean F0 of the voices or F0
variability correlated with the gayness ratings. Thus,
the stereotype that gay-sounding voices have high
pitch and exaggerated intonation was not supported.

3b.  EXPERIMENT 2

In the second experiment, with the Rainbow passage
material only (the same 30-second segment), we
removed the segmental and voice quality
information, leaving only the intonation. The
resulting altered speech sounded like the vowel
schwa pronounced with varying pitch (i.e. intonation
contours) and the same voice quality for each
speaker. This was done with the periodicity function
of Praat 4.0.17 [2], using a Macintosh PowerPC G4.
We then asked 44 people of unknown sexual
orientation to rate the voices as gay or straight and to
indicate their confidence on a scale of 0 to 6.

We found no correlation between gayness ratings on
the unaltered voices and the altered voices
(R = -.147, p = .241) although in both cases the
listeners within each study separately were in general
agreement as to which voices sounded gay. Thus,
removing segmental and voice quality information
caused listeners to focus on an aspect of the signal,
namely pitch and intonation, that they may have
ignored when listening to the natural speech. We also
found no correlation between the gayness ratings on
the altered speech and either the objectively
measured mean F0 on the unaltered speech
(R = -.171, p = .212) or its standard deviation
(R = -.188, p = .190). Again, this suggests that the
objective F0 measures were not relevant to gayness
ratings, regardless of whether they were based on
altered or unaltered speech.
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3c.  EXPERIMENT 3

ext considered the possibility that the mean and
ard deviation of F0 may not have been
priate independent measures in these

lational analyses, due to variation in mean pitch
phrase to phrase. This is based on our informal
vation that speakers do not use a consistent
 F0 throughout a long speech sample. That is,
hrase or group of phrases might be spoken at a
vely higher or lower mean F0 than the next. We
to this as register shift. One rather convincing
 of evidence comes from listening to edited
 interviews. When a portion of an interview is
ed, the speaker’s voice sometimes moves
tly from one register to another, giving the
ssion that there has been a change in speaker.

, an acoustic measure of the mean F0 for
es in two consecutive registers would not
re the register shift and would simply give a
 value that falls between the two. Listeners,
ver, might normalise the pitch and disregard the
er shift in judging the voice as high or low. If
ssumption is correct, a perceptual evaluation of
verall pitch of a 30-second segment such as we

would not necessarily correlate with the
tively measured mean F0 of the same segment.

same applies to measures of intonational
ility. Consider a monotone voice with flat

ation which moves through three different pitch
ers, each lasting 10 seconds. Listeners might
 the intonational variability as very low,
sing on the flatness of the intonation within
register and ignoring the register shifts.

ver, the objective measure of pitch variability
e used in the first experiment, the standard

tion of the pitch across each 30 second
ent, was calculated on the basis of the deviation
ch pitch sample from the overall mean for the
 30 seconds. With three registers varying
d 90, 100 and 110 Hz, for example, the

ard deviation would be based on a mean of 100
nd both the 90 Hz and the 110 Hz portions

d contribute greatly to the calculated standard
tion, despite the perception that the voice shows
ittle intonational variability.

erefore decided to conduct a third experiment
ich listeners gave their perceptual judgements
th average pitch and intonational variability for
voice. We used the same intonation-only

dings as in the second experiment, and asked
ipants to perform two tasks: first, to rate the



recordings as having a high or low pitch on a scale of
0 to 6, and second, to rate the recordings as having a
high or low level of intonational variability, paying
attention particularly to phrases rather than to the
entire recording. For this third experiment, the
subjects were nine linguists, either professors or
graduate students from the Department of Linguistics
at the University of Toronto.

4.  RESULTS

For each voice, we compared gayness ratings from
Experiment 2 with the pitch and intonational
variability ratings from Experiment 3, using
correlation and regression procedures.

Both perceived pitch and perceived intonational
variability correlated significantly with the gayness
ratings on the same altered voices (pitch: R = .599,
p < .001; intonation: R = .622, p < .0001. These two
measures were also significantly correlated with each
other (R = .603, p < .001). We therefore performed a
multiple regression with both perceived pitch and
perceived intonational variation as the independent
variables, and the gayness ratings on same recordings
as the dependent variable. The overall regression was
significant (R = .683, p < .001), and the effect of
intonation variability alone was also significant
(t = 2.098 p = .048). The effect of perceived pitch
alone was marginally significant (t = 1.803, p = .08);
we interpret it as significant, given the relatively
small sample size (n=25 voices) and the fact that
there were two predictor variables, both of which
increase the probability of a Type II error.

Finally, neither the perceived pitch nor the perceived
intonational variability from Experiment 3 correlated
with the gayness ratings of the natural speech
segments from Experiment 1 (pitch: R = .079,
p = .353; intonational variability: R = .000, p = .500).
Although we had expected the ratings on the altered
speech to give a clear indication of how the unaltered
voices vary in mean pitch and intonation, this was
not the case. This finding suggests that when
listeners have access to all the relevant acoustic
information, including the segmental and voice
quality information that were removed in
Experiments 2 and 3, their perception of which
voices sound gay changes significantly. This issue
will be addressed in more detail below.
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5.  INTERPRETATION

 together, these three experiments suggest that
ugh mean pitch and intonational variability do
rrelate with how gay or straight a voice sounds,
ers have an expectation that this will be the
The altered speech experiments show that when
ental and voice quality information are
ved, leaving only pitch and intonation, listeners
dge the higher and more intonationally variable
s as sounding gay. The confirms the existence
stereotype that gay men have high voices with
erated intonation, but it leaves unanswered the
ion of whether these factors are ever used in
ments of natural speech.

he other hand, this research has raised the
ion of how one should measure mean pitch and
ational variability. We have argued that the
tive measures, the mean and standard deviation
, may not properly reflect listeners’ perceptions.
fact that neither of these measures from the
al speech recordings correlated with the
ptual measures from the altered speech

dings tends to confirm this view. In our next
iments we will therefore obtain perceptual

ures of vocal pitch and intonational variability
the natural speech recordings as well, in order
termine whether the objective and perceptual
ures are correlated

6.  DISCUSSION

esearch has shown that although listeners are
tive to gay/straight differences in segmental

ation, they do not normally use mean pitch or
ndard deviation (taken as proxies for how high
onationally varied a voice is) as a cue to which
s sound gay and which sound straight.
ver, when segmental information is removed,
s of perceived pitch and intonational variability
the basis for gayness judgements. Crucially, the
ptual measures obtained from the altered speech
les do not explain the gayness ratings on the
red voices.

 together, these results point to the existence of
eotype: the judgements on altered speech show
ay men's voices are believed to be higher and to
more exaggerated intonation than straight men's
s, despite the fact that neither of these factors
s to play a role in judgements of unaltered
s. However, it is now unclear whether these
ous studies used appropriate measures of pitch



and intonation, given the phenomenon of pitch
register shifts discussed above.

In future research we will focus on two issues. First,
we will gather perceptual data on pitch and
intonation for the unaltered Rainbow Passage
recordings and run correlational analyses between
these new measures and the gayness judgements for
the same recordings. Previously, we found no
significant correlations with the objective measures
of F0, but the phenomenon of varying pitch registers
may invalidate those findings, as well as all previous
findings that used the same acoustic measures. In
other words, it still remains to be seen whether
perceived average vocal pitch and perceived
intonational variability are factors that listeners use
in judging how gay or straight a male voice sounds to
them. Notice that a positive finding in such an
experiment would provide evidence that listeners rate
perceived pitch and intonational variability
differently for natural speech and its altered version.

If in this proposed study of natural speech perceived
pitch and intonational variability were to correlate
significantly with gayness judgements, we would
conclude that listeners do base their judgements, at
least in part, on prosody, contra all previous studies
(including our own) that used objective acoustic
measures. We would also conclude that listeners’
perceptions of these prosodic factors interacts in
important ways with segmental and voice quality
information, explaining the different perceptual
ratings of prosody for natural and altered speech.
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